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 La Silla Problems Report: Last Week   
LPRS 

TEL/INS/ 

GEN 
Description Action 

010551 3.6m No ethernet communication with many devices in the 
3.6m. 

The communication rack in the 3rd floor of the 3.6m 
building was found without power. A breaker (C-18 
distribution box) was tripped due to the power cut of 
this morning leaving the whole 3.6m LAN down. DCA 
made a full startup to test the system and no major 
problems were found. Closed 

010555 DHA wlsdbp cannot connect to Rep Server in Garching The connectivity is back. Closed 
 

010554 3.6m Cooling system of M2 electronics rack failed The Traco 24 v power supply was delivering a random 
voltage to the control electronics. The power supply 
was replaced by a similar one and the system recover 
control. 
Later, the M2 gave some troubles to initialize in Y axis 
but finally we succeed and the unit became 
operational. Closed 

010553 2.2m Air conditioned at computer room is not working Assigned 
010552 NTT M1 init failed AMA: Not possible to make a image analysis  “Error 

while setting M1 forces”. Problem comes from the load 
cell data, motor was OK. The load cell Nº 101 was 
replaced by the Nº81 (Load cell PR6206/22H1 
NC9405 262 06223 LN200Kg Cn 1mV/V Us max 32V). 
After that system start to work properly. The final test 
of the Temporal Gain was made and it was ready to be 
use by the astronomer. Closed 

010551 3.6m The TTT system problems AMA: The TTT control plc was powered cycle but 
without positive result. After this a LCU Technical 
camera was rebooted, but also without success. 
Finally, disconnecting and reconnecting the serial 
cable, the system start to work properly. I suppose that 
may there was a problem with the in/out drivers and 
they are blocked, so when I disconnect it the serial 
communication start to work fine. Closed 

  
 La Silla Problems Report: On Going 
LPRS 

TEL/INS/ 

GEN 
Description Action 

010550 2.2m ccdIMG problem Assigned to SW 
010544 NTT TCS process down Assigned to SW 
010543 NTT wlsasm disk almost full Assigned to SW 
010540 NTT SOFI heater power remains at zero 

since a long time 
Assigned to PSI 

010538 NTT The telescope StartUp failed Assigned to TMES 
010535 NTT ADA Trombone Motor. Adapter A 

collision between Trombone 1 and RU, it 
was impossible to reinit the ADA, the 
observing programme continued 
manually, see LogMonitor of TCS : 

 

Assigned to TMES 

010532 GEN Telephone or line 4541 too noisy Looking for someone to take care. In the mean time, assigned to 
TMES-Maint 

010505 ASM All sky Camera: Images every 20 min Another change will be installed in the first half of November.  In 
Progress 

010500 2.2m The guiding star constantly is jumping 
out of the box 

The problem repeated in Oct 29th. Tests are going to be done in 
November. Monitoring 

010475 NTT Template to find center of rotation after 
EFOSC 2 re-installation 

AGO is working on this. On Going 

010471 3.6m HARPS ICS software does not warn 
about POLSM and DCVR hardware 

interlock 

ASE to take it over in his next shift in La Silla. OPEN 

    
010433 NTT SOFI La Silla Remedy Nightlog To be done in October 11th Tech.Time and then to be followed by 



JUR. Open 
010420 3.6m HARPS alarm display status JUR to work when in La Silla. Open. 
010405 Other Old instruments keywords should be 

removed in 3.6m 
To add special instrument in Remedy. On Going 

    
010261 2.2m WFI Filter error doesn’t abort DOME 

FLAT OB 
During next shift of JUR in La Silla (21 to 28 of October) she will look 
into it. Open 

 
010208 3.6m HARPS Encoder positions of HARPS 

retarded plate 
Panel is installed (AGO). Assigned to C.Melo. Open 

 
 La Silla On-Hold Problems 
LPRS TEL/INS/ 

GEN 
Description Action 

010515 NTT AgwsControl: Failed to query guide-start catalogue GVA: There were no problem from cathalog of sw point 
of view, there were a simple hole of GS in that position 
in usno cathalog, is not very common, but it happens.   

ON HOLD 
010509 3.6m HARPS failed to retrieve TCS headers This is a known problem and a restart is required. To 

be closed once included it in WiKi 
010455 ASM All sky camera doesn’t work properly SBIG is testing the old (original) camera. Once 

repaired will be installed back. ON HOLD. 
010367 NTT Fall back init mode activated for unknown reasons in 

Mask/Slit wheel 
Year 2011: ON HOLD 

To be Closed if no new event. 
010307 NTT SOFI noise problem This problem is kept open to collect information. No 

news. This is a kind of problem that can be better 
followed in the Wiki. ON HOLD 

009811 NTT EFOSC reflections (new?) Year 2008: Information to be included in the WiKi and 
close it 

Wheel was exchange but, no improvement was seen. 
Moreover some mechanical interference was 

observed. ON HOLD 
009312 NTT NTT AO action repository Year 2008: Information to be included in the WiKi and 

close it 
To keep it under the same condition 

009214 NTT EFOSC bright features (ghosts?) in spectro-
polarimetric data calibrations 

Year 2007: Information to be included in the WiKi 
Wheel was exchange but, no improvement was seen. 

Moreover some mechanical interferences were 
observed. ON HOLD 

 
 
 La Silla Technical Action Points 

Telescope 
/General/ 
Safety 

Create 
Date Problem Short Description Action Status Responsib

le 
Deadline 

3.6m 15/11/11 In 3.6m TCS, include as 
Engineering preset one 
called "Lock Pins" 

This Lock Pins position is the HA and 
DEC position where the absolute 
encoders show 5000 and where the 
Lock pins can be inserted. The old 
preset PARK could be replaced by this 
new one in case it is easier than 
creating a new one. 
 

New   

NTT 22/03/11 An alarm panel that monitors 
SOFI instrument status 

The solution will be transferred to JUR. It 
is necessary to check the alarms in a 
periodical maintenance. 

Assigned Software 
(Paranal) 

August 
2011 

3.6m 26/01/11 The installation of the tip-tilt 
table required the 
implementation of dedicated 
software. 

All modifications have been done and 
tested. The table is working and the offer 
to the community will be after GLO 
presents a final report and the Director 
approves it. 
 

Closed with 
delay 

Software July 14th 

2.2m 15/08/11 ThAr lamp in FEROS 
calibration unit does not have 
enough range to align 

To modify the ThAr holder to allow more 
displacement in all axes. To discuss it 
with JPI 

Assigned Mechanics 
(Paranal) 

30/09/11 

2.2m 16/08/11 Modify pointing models at 
2.2m to have 4 independent 
coefficients per instrument 

All three instruments at the 2.2m 
telescope use the same pointing model. 
To modify this. Already discussed with 
IKA and it shall be studied by ASE in his 
next shift in La Silla. 

New Software 
(Paranal) 

Not 
assigned 

General 9/13/09 The freeze of VLT and/or 
MIDAS 
software with their libraries in 
La 
Silla and the corresponding 

MPA and IKA have to get in phase to 
work together. 
This TAP becomes an historical one!! 

Assigned. 
Pending 

Software/I
T 
(Paranal) 

31/08/10 



hardware potential failure. 

General  9/01/11 Installation of cable channel 
and power for safety cameras 
system 

The 3.6m and SEST cameras have been 
installed. Only connection and activation 
is left to AWR 
 

Assigned IT 01/04/11 

 
 La Silla Change Requests NTT 

CRE Number Telescope/ 
General Description Status 

LSO-CRE-ESO-
80010-0002 

General Procedure to semi-automate 
the shutdown of La Silla WS in 
case of emergency 

MPA is working in the scripts and testing it in Paranal. After the general 
power failure it is clear that this action should be moved to high priority 
given the time and effort that takes to recover the machines and the 
system. Going on in Paranal. 

CRE-CCB-0000089 General Dome status machine 
relocation 

Comments have been received from MST and MPA. The proposal of 
the ftp machine by MPA could be the solution. 

LSO-CRE-ESO-
82400-1000 

 

General Single Mode Fibre deployment 
in La Silla. 

Key areas of national telescopes will be upgraded with a new single 
mode fiber network which will permit a 1 GHz connection. 

 
 

 La Silla Projects, Studies or Special Works  
Telescope/ Instrument 

DESCRIPTION Action 

Pajonales Substation The HV lines protections are replaced in the substation. For this, we have to generate with 
our genset from 20/12 to 23/12.   

 
 La Silla Miscellaneous 

Item DESCRIPTION 

Safety • Safety Paranal is sending the safety helmets to replace the expired ones. 

Policlinic • The paramedics Doralisa Vejar and Ivonne Espinoza will take vacations and temporarily replaced by 
Ronny Acuna.  

• A special induction was done to IMELSA staff. 
• The ACHS supervisor Loreto Diaz will take home leaves due to “prenatal” and will be replaced stating 

Jan 1st, 2012.. 

Logistic • The IVECO minibus got new cushions installed that should make the seat more comfortable for a long 
trip. 

• JDU will start the distribution of ESO donations to the schools of the surroundings. 
• The recovery of GENESIS is finished and the charges for phone calls will be done retroactively. 

 
 

Weekly Report of La Silla TMES/DNOS/SLAS 12.12.2011- 19.12.2011  
Prepared by: TMES-DNOS 

 

NTT EFOSC NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
 
NTT SOFI NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
 
NTT Telescope/Adapters/Dome/Hydraulics NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

13-14.12 AMA/GSM Not possible to make a image analysis  Error message said, that the process 
“actconControl didn't work and Error while setting M1 forces”, and the error 
average forces was about 167 N. Initialization didn’t work properly. Reboot the 
lcu lt5m1, even with a power save didn't work also. 
Checking the actuators forces with the nttguim1 panel command, it was found 
that actuators 31, 21, 69, 61 and 71 are not working properly in temporal gain 
test; all of them were at limit position. That was corrected by moving by hand all 
these five actuators to the center position. A total Temporal gain test 3 was 
made in order to regenerate the table. After that m1 & m2 initialization was 
possible, but the average error force was still out of the range, 3.5 N, and this 
must be less than 2.5 N, but at least much more near than the first value 167 N.  
Next day we start a series of hard test, using the nttguim1 panel. After that it 
was clear for us that a problem remains with the actuator Nº21 because after 

10552 



some time it comes to a limit position. The actuator was take out and checked 
mechanically by using the red squeeze (push) machine. It seems OK. When we 
reinstall the actuator the system start to work worst, all the M1 forces are near 
to 0 or negative. Problem comes from the load cell data, motor was OK. Then 
we suspect around the cable integrity but it is very difficult to test it because it 
does not have an accessible test points. We cut the cable and then we can 
measure the signals from the load cells, the by comparison with neighbor 
actuators load cells we can determine that the offending device was the load 
cell itself. Once again the actuator was remove from telescope and the load cell 
Nº 101 was replaced by the Nº81 (Load cell PR6206/22H1 NC9405 262 06223 
LN200Kg Cn 1mV/V Us max 32V). After that system start to work properly. The 
final test of the Temporal Gain was made and it was ready to be use by the 
astronomer. 

15.12 AMA/PAR For a reason that it is not clear the LT5RA was power off, the power strip 
differential protection jumps. When we restarted it we don’t get any response from 
the LCU. The internal configuration was loose. So we have to reload configuration 
using data put it there by PSI. 

 

13.12 AMA At the beginning of the night the TTT (T3) software failed, both technical 
cameras were OK, at "Start guiding" command the system start but without 
corrections and after few second system stop. In the TCS STATUS panel the fs 
module always was in "LOADED", was impossible to fix it, because never I 
can't change fs state. The logmonitor shows that "No serial connection".  
The T3 control plc was powered cycle but without positive result. After this a 
LCU Technical camera was rebooted, but also without success. I started to look 
around the serial cable communication, I move the connectors, check it 
tightness and cable quality, but this does not help. Finally I unscrew the 
connectors and screw it again, then the system start to work properly. I 
suppose that may there was a problem with the in/out drivers and they are 
blocked, so when I disconnect it the serial communication start to work fine. 

10551 

12-19.12 EVE, GAG, 
FVA 

Daily inspect ion  building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 

15.12 EVE,RCO Inspection  Load cell  #21 M1 and change mechanical fuse 15.12 
16.12 FVA, GSM Change batteries UPS (80 Unid)  
 
ASM                                      Dimm                                                                                                        ASM                                                                                  
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
 
 

3.6M HARPS 3.6M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

13.12 AMA At the beginning of the night the TTT (T3) software failed, both technical 
cameras were OK, at "Start guiding" command the system start but without 
corrections and after few second system stop. In the TCS STATUS panel the fs 
module always was in "LOADED", was impossible to fix it, because never I 
can't change fs state. The logmonitor shows that "No serial connection".  
The T3 control plc was powered cycle but without positive result. After this a 
LCU Technical camera was rebooted, but also without success. I started to look 
around the serial cable communication, I move the connectors, check it 
tightness and cable quality, but this does not help. Finally I unscrew the 
connectors and screw it again, then the system start to work properly. I 
suppose that may there was a problem with the in/out drivers and they are 
blocked, so when I disconnect it the serial communication start to work fine. 

10551 

    
 
3.6M Telescope/Adapter/Dome/Hydraulics 3.6M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

12-19.12 EVE, GAG, 
FVA 

Daily inspect ion building  and  telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 

15.12 AMA LWE ask for a test in the M2 VLT Electronic Cabinet Cooling that consist to put 
power off by a long time (10 minutes) in order to see if the intermittent behavior of 
the display panel stop to oscillate between light and no light. The test was negative. 

 

16-17.12 AMA/JFL/ 
GSM 

The Traco 24 v power supply was delivering a random voltage to the control 
electronics. The power supply was replaced by a similar one and the system 
recover control. 
Later, the M2 gave some troubles to initialize in Y axis but finally we succeed 
and the unit became operational. 

10554 

 
2.2M WFI 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    



 
2.2M FEROS 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

14.12 GSM Change Dewar 120 Lt. LN2  

2.2M GROND 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
 
2.2M Telescope/Adapter/Dome/Hydraulics 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

12-19.12 FVA,GSM,  Daily inspect ion  building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 
14.12 GSM,DCA Cleaning M1 with CO2  
 
1.54M Danish 1.54M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
 
REM LN2 System/Telescope/Instrument REM 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

16.12 GSM, FVA Change Dewar LN2 (50 Lts)  
19.12 LWE,EVE Change Dewar LN2 (50 Lts)  
 
Schmidt QUEST Cam/Telescope/Dome/Hydraulics Schmidt 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

12-19.12 EVE, GSM Inspection dome and hydraulic system, departure and stop of daily operation  
 
Other Tel National Telescopes Instrument/Dome/Hydraulics Other Tel 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
General NTCCD General 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
 
Site General Maintenance and Infrastructure Site 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

14.12.12 GAG Inspection of levels wells of water in Pelicano  
12-19.12 GAG Inspection Sub stations and water plant   
21.12 FVA IN-1D –UPS- Power house – Heating Plant  M 
 
Site Logistics / Safety / Security Site 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
 
 
Misc. Miscellaneous Misc. 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

12-19.12 FVA GAG, 
GSM. 

5 WO From Maximo Preventive Maintenance electric and mechanic M 

16.12 GSM Refilling Dewar LN2 60 Lts. Swiss Telescope  
17-18.12 AMA Electric Panel Documentation was prepared which can be found at: 

http://www.ls.eso.org/lasilla/support/electronics/Documentation/ 
Luego seleccionar en el menu lateral "Projects" 
Luego  
"Electric Panels All telescopes Normal Condition" 
O...., directamente por este link. 
http://www.ls.eso.org/lasilla/support/electronics/Documentation/Html/panels.htm  
The idea is to have a reference that can help under emergency situations. 

 

16-17-18.12 JFL Introductions to VA Francesca Faedi (FEROS), Thierry Morel (HARPS), Massimo 
Tutatto (SOFI)  
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List of Acronyms 
ACO: Alex Correa DHA (Paranal) 
AGO: Andrés González TMES 
ALE: Angélica León DNOS 
AMA: Agustin Macchino   TMES 
API: Aldo Pizarro  ELC (Paranal) 
ASA: Ariel Sánchez DNOS 
AWR: Andy Wright IT (Paranal) 
BAH: Bernardo Ahumada TMES 
CSP: Christian Spille SAFETY (Paranal) 
DVE: Doralisa Vejar ESACH 
 
 
 

EMA: Eduardo Matamoros DNOS 
EVE: Enrique Vera TMES 
FCA: Francisco Cáceres DNOS 
FLA: Francisco Labraña DNOS 
FOL: Francisco Olivares MEC (Paranal) 
FVA: Francisco Valdivia ESENER 
GAG: Gregorio Aguilera SERVITODO 
GIH: Gerardo Ihle 
GES: Gerardo Smith ESENER 
 
 
 
 

IES: Ivonne Espinoza ESACH 
JAL: Javier Alarcón DNOS 
JDU: Javier Duk SLAS 
JFI: José Figueroa MEC (Paranal) 
JFL: Juan Fluxá TMES 
JPI: Juan Carlos Pineda MEC (Paranal) 
JUR: Josefina Urrutia SOF (Paranal) 
JVA: Javier Valenzuela   ODT (Paranal) 
JVI: Jorge Vilaza   TMES 
 

LWE: Luis Wendegass TMES 
MCA: Mónica Castillo DNOS 
PIA: Andrés Pizarro SAFETY (Paranal) 
MPA : Marcus Pavez IT (Paranal) 
MPI: Manuel Pizarro DNOS 
PAR: Pablo Arias DNOS 
PSI: Peter Sinclaire  TMES 
 

 


